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Free Essay: Do you think professional athletes are overpaid? You might think they earn more than what they are worth
for playing half a year, but athletes.

These athletes train really hard and for long hours to be the best at what they do. Professional athletes create
an entire market of supply and demand in the sports obsessed world of some Americans. Although there are
many factors that contribute to their salary, professional athletes may be overpaid because as a society, we
contribute to their success. Fans pay to watch them perform because they really enjoy seeing them Are
Professional Athletes Overpaid? Professional athletes are not overworked and underpaid, but rather
under-worked and overpaid. The athletes have to agree to settle for less and in compensation a possible
retirement plan or some form of benefits should be assembled. Their name will live on, and not die off when
your career is over because; you had an injury that made you unable to play for the rest of your life. Since its
inception in the late 70s and the popularity of the American National Basketball Association, basketball has
been cemented as one of the most iconic games played today. The former No. The population is generally
interested in the affairs of professional athletes and this is what makes them celebrities. They either us4e the
"duty days" method or the "games played" method. Most still is paid, some do not. Therefore, I strongly
believe that professional athletes are overpaid due to several reasons. Professional athletes are celebrities,
one-percenters, and even divas. Once they are paid, the big bucks they are instantly changed from blue collar
hard workers To overpaid millionaires. On the other side, there are the ones that say that the money is fairly
deserved because of their hard work to get to where they are. However, growing up, I was never really aware
of the ridiculous amounts of money that the athletes earned and in the past few years I have been hearing
many people complaining about how much the athletes make. Baseball consists of one hundred and sixty
games. According to Jay MacDonald, "Professional sports players get taxed by pretty much every city and
state in which they play. They feel they only provide. Whether a fan or enthusiast watches the game live or on
replay, the high-voltage intensity and addicting thrill of every turnover and every score made just makes the
person go wild. Nevertheless, if we look deeper into this question, I believe that the professional athletes do
not deserve to be overpaid because of number of reasons that are to be delineated in this essay. In that
business, owners pay their players what they deem they are worth. On the other side, there are the ones that
say that the money is fairly deserved because of their hard work to get to where they are. Actors play
characters on a big screen to make us laugh and cry. Both viewpoints have valid claims warranting
consideration. The team owners wanted to reduce the salaries of their players and the players wanted to leave
them be. If we were to get rid of all the professional sports from being a job, we would not be at wits end, but
if we get rid of the jobs that improve ever day life and kept the professional athletes. When addressing the
value of entertainment, there is without a doubt, that we as a society value entertainment highly. In order to be
in the NBA, one needs to be above-average in height. The average salaries of jobs are much less elaborate and
troublesome, are considerably lower than what athletes are receiving. However, do these athletes really
deserve all that money? We tend to forget what it is that they do. Today athletes are the highest paid people in
the country, with the exception of Donald Trump and his toupee. The NBA is a specific league that people
heavily criticize. In addition, three hundred million pounds were paid on clearing debts, another one
hundred-eleven million pounds for buying new players for the club and of course, outrageous wages for
players. These infamous players must grow up, and prove to America that they can be positive role models for
kids on and off the field.


